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The CO+NO reaction is one of the profoundly important reactions that take place on Pd-based industrial three-way catalysts

(TWC). In this review, we discuss results from polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (PM-IRAS) and

conventional IRAS experiments on CO adsorption, NO adsorption and the CO+NO reaction on a Pd(111) model catalyst surface

within a wide range of pressures (10)6–450Torr) and temperatures (80–650K). It will be shown that these studies allow for a

detailed understanding of the adsorption behavior of these species as well as the nature of the products that are formed during their

reaction under realistic catalytic conditions. CO adsorption experiments on Pd(111) at elevated pressures reveal that CO overlayers

exhibit similar adsorption structures as found for ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. On the other hand, in the case of the

CO+NO reaction on Pd(111), the pressure dependent formation of isocyanate containing species’ was observed. The importance

of this observation and its effects on the improvement of the catalytic NOx abatement is discussed. The kinetics of the CO+NO

reaction on Pd(111) were also investigated and the factors affecting its selectivity are addressed.
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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, the constant increase in the
number of environmental protection regulations world
wide has brought about significant restrictions on the
nature and the quantity of the exhaust gases originating
from mobile sources such as automobile emissions.
These increasingly demanding criteria for exhaust emis-
sions led to an intense scientific interest in the develop-
ment of catalytic converters with higher performance
and longer lasting stability. Pt/Rh (90/10) three-way
catalysts (TWC) that simultaneously oxidize CO to CO2,
reduce NOx to N2 and combust unburned hydrocarbons
[1] were developed in 1970s as an initial solution for this
technological problem. In the mid-1990s, Pd-only TWCs
consisting of Pd particles deposited on a high surface
area metal-oxide support (typically c-Al2O3) containing
varying amounts of stabilizers and/or promoters such as
CeO2, SiO2, La2O3, and BaO were introduced as an
alternative to Pt/Rh (90/10) catalyst. Pd rapidly became
the most highly consumed precious metal by the
automobile industry for emission control purposes due
to its technical and economical advantages [2].

A detailed understanding of the fundamental chem-
ical and physical phenomena that take place on the
active sites of the catalysts as well as on the catalyst
supports at the molecular level is crucial in order to
design heterogeneous catalysts with higher performance.
Therefore, properties of the Pd based model heteroge-

neous catalyst systems for gas/solid interfaces have been
investigated extensively in our laboratories [3–49; D.
Meier et al., submitted; E. Ozensoy et al., submitted].
Particularly, Pd single crystal surfaces [3–20; D. Meier
et al., submitted] Pd/X bimetallic systems (X ¼ Mo [21–
24], Ru [25–28], Cu [27,29], Ta [24,28,30], W
[24,28,31,32], Re [24–26,28]), Pd/X/Y trimetallic systems
(X/Y ¼ Cu/Mo [33], Au/Mo [33]), Pd clusters deposited
on SiO2 [10,34–39; E. Ozensoy et al., submitted],
Al2O3 [40–45], TiO2 [46–49] and MgO [47,49] have
been examined using various surface spectroscopic
tools.

Surface specific vibrational spectroscopic techniques
are exceptionally well-suited tools for elucidating hetero-
geneous catalytic reaction mechanisms as they provide
unique possibilities to identify active species on the
catalyst surface with sub-monolayer accuracy and
enable an in situ analysis of catalysts under reaction
conditions, in real time. In this respect, infrared reflec-
tion absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) [7,9,50–52], polar-
ization modulation infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy (PM-IRAS) [17,19,20; E. Ozensoy et al.,
submitted, in preparation], high resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [53–57], sum fre-
quency generation (SFG) [58], and derivatives of these
techniques [59] have been frequently used. In the current
report, we discuss our vibrational spectroscopic results
regarding the CO and NO adsorption as well as the
mechanism and kinetics of the CO+NO reaction on Pd-
based model catalysts, which have been extended to
elevated pressure conditions only recently using in situ
PM-IRAS [17,19,20; E. Ozensoy et al., in preparation].
The adsorption of CO [18,50,60–67] NO [53–55,68–84]
as well as the CO+NO reaction [20,85–106] on Pd-
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based catalysts have been thoroughly investigated by
other groups also, both experimentally and theoretically
[107–118].

The outline of this report is as follows: Section 2
briefly describes the experimental techniques that are
utilized in our studies. Basically, our approach to obtain
a fundamental understanding of the complex surface
phenomena is to start with simple but atomically well-
defined model systems that can be studied with high
experimental accuracy. We then increase the complexity
of the examined model catalyst system in a controlled
manner to mimic crucial aspects of a realistic/working
heterogeneous catalyst. Therefore, Section 3 starts with
the investigation of the adsorption behavior of each of
the reactants of the CO+NO reaction on the atomically
flat Pd(111) single crystal surface, both under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) and elevated pressure conditions
(~450Torr) using PM-IRAS and conventional IRAS,
respectively. As has been demonstrated previously in
our group, Pd particles supported by SiO2 [36] and
Al2O3 [40] ultra-thin films exhibit mostly <111> facets
(with a minor contribution from <100> facets). There-
fore, in the present discussion, we will mostly focus on
results obtained for the Pd(111) single crystal surface.
Next, our IRAS results on the CO+NO coadsorption
and reaction on Pd(111) model catalysts under low
pressure conditions (typically ~1 · 10)6 Torr) are dis-
cussed. Results of these initial low-pressure studies were
also compared with the analogous experiments at
elevated pressure conditions (~180Torr), where isocya-
nate formation is observed. In addition, dependence of
the isocyanate formation on the total reactant pressure
during the CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) is discussed
and the implications of this observation on the catalytic
NOx removal are also addressed.

2. Experimental

The surface analysis chambers that have been utilized
are UHV chambers coupled to a micro-reactor for
in situ vibrational spectroscopic and kinetic studies.
They include standard surface science techniques such as
IRAS, PM-IRAS, Auger electron spectroscopy (AES),
low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and temperature
programmed desorption (TPD) spectroscopy. Pd single
crystals were cleaned by performing repeated cycles of
low temperature oxidation and subsequent high tem-
perature annealing until the surfaces were found to be
free of carbon, oxygen and sulfur contaminations as
measured by AES.

PM-IRAS is a very versatile and a powerful in situ
vibrational spectroscopic technique which can be
applied to analyze surface properties of gas/solid inter-
faces at pressures close to atmospheric pressures with
virtually no contribution from the gas phase species
[17,19,20; E. Ozensoy et al., submitted]. Briefly, the PM-
IRAS setup used in this study consists of an infrared
spectrometer (Bruker Equinox 55), a static wire-grid
polarizer and a photoelastic modulator (PEM, Hinds
instruments) to create a fast modulation of the polar-
ization state of the incident light (ideally between s and p
states). A demodulator-multiplexer electronics (GWC
instruments, Bruker) is used to compute a differential
reflectivity spectrum from the sum (p+s) and difference
(p) s) signals collected by the mercury cadmium tellu-
ride (MCT) detector (figure 1). For the NO adsorption
and CO+NO experiments described below the PEM
controller was set to 1700 cm)1, whereas it was set to
1800 cm)1 for the CO adsorption experiments. Data
acquisition time for each of the PM-IRA spectra
presented here was 4.5min/spectra with a spectral
resolution of 4 cm)1 for the CO/Pd(111) experiments

Figure 1. Schematic depicting the optical and electronic components of the PM-IRAS experimental setup.
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and 8 cm)1 for the NO/Pd(111) and CO+NO/Pd(111)
experiments.

CO, O2, CO2 and N2O gases used in the experiments
were of 99.99% purity or better, and the NO gas was
C.P. grade. For the isotope experiments 13CO (99%)
and 15NO (99%) were used. For CO adsorption
experiments, CO was further purified using liquid
nitrogen cold traps. This method allows the cleaning
of CO up to 600mbar, the vapor pressure of CO at 90K.
Purification of CO for pressures greater than 600mbar
was carried out using a n-pentane/liquid nitrogen slurry
maintained at 143K. Similarly, for NO adsorption and
CO+NO reaction experiments, CO and NO gases were
also purified using a n-pentane/liquid nitrogen slurry. To
avoid any photo-induced NO2 formation in the
CO+NO gas mixture, both the premixing/cleaning
procedures and the experiments were conducted with
the exclusion of visible light.

The CO+NO reaction was performed in batch mode
and the product formation was followed with infrared
spectroscopy by monitoring both the adsorption behav-
ior on the Pd surface (via PM-IRAS) and the evolution
of the gas phase CO2 and N2O. The gas phase
production of CO2 and N2O was calculated by convert-
ing infrared intensities into pressures by using a set of
calibration curves. Turnover frequencies (TOF) were
obtained by normalizing the gas phase production per
second to the total number of surface sites.

For further experimental details, the reader is referred
to our previous reports [7–10,13,17,19,20].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. CO adsorption on Pd(111)

Coverage-dependent ordered overlayers of CO on
Pd(111) single crystal surfaces have been studied exten-
sively in the literature [7,50,60,62]. Vibrational spectro-
scopy, in particular the CAO stretching frequency of
adsorbed CO can be used for adsorption site assign-
ments of these ordered CO layers by comparing these
values with the inorganic metal-carbonyl analogues
where the coordination of CO to the metal center is
accurately known. Although this approach was criti-
cized as misleading in some specific cases [60,70,119], it
is found to be very useful for many other systems where
site assignments via vibrational spectroscopy can be
verified with other complementary methods [50,62,120].

At a CO coverage of hCO ¼ 0.33ML (ML ¼ mono-
layer), recent STM studies suggest that CO on Pd(111)
forms overlayers with a (

p
3�p

3) R 30�-1CO structure
[62], occupying primarily threefold hollow adsorption
sites (figure 2). Using a combination of LEED and IRAS
techniques it was previously demonstrated that this CO
overlayer yields a distinctly low CAO vibrational
frequency of ~1850 cm)1 (figure 3a) [7,50]. As the CO
coverage is further increased to hCO ¼ 0.50ML, the

adsorbed CO molecules exhibit two coexisting c(4 · 2)-
2CO phases (figure 2), where CO occupies either the
bridging sites or threefold hollow sites [62]. These
structures correspond to a CAO vibrational frequency
of ~1920 cm)1 [7,50]. Within hCO ¼ 0.50–0.75ML, var-
ious complex overlayer structures have been reported
[62], which result in a CO vibrational band near
1965 cm)1 [50]. Recent STM experiments combined with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggest
that CO occupies primarily bridging sites on the Pd(111)
surface within this coverage regime [62]. Eventually, at
hCO ¼ 0.75ML, the CO saturation coverage is obtained
yielding a (2 · 2)-3CO structure (figure 2). Within this
structure, CO resides on both atop and threefold hollow
sites corresponding to vibrational bands at 2110 and
1895 cm)1, respectively (figure 3a) [7,50]. These adsorp-
tion site assignments for the CO/Pd(111) system at low
pressures (~1 · 10)8 Torr) have been confirmed by the
combined STM and DFT studies of Rose et al. [62].

The adsorption of CO on Pd(111) was also investi-
gated at elevated pressures using PM-IRAS [19]. In this
recent study (see figure 3b) [19] it was demonstrated that
CO overlayers follow similar trends in terms of the
observed vibrational frequencies within 10)6–450 Torr
(i.e. within a dynamic pressure range of nine orders of
magnitude!), implying that no new pressure-induced
species nor adsorbate-induced surface reconstructions
occur on the Pd(111) surface during CO adsorption at
elevated pressures. Therefore, an equilibrium phase

Figure 2. Structures of the ordered overlayers that are formed during

NO or CO adsorption on the Pd(111) single crystal surface (see text for

details). (a) This structure is only observed for CO. NO forms a

disordered phase at hNO ¼ 0.33ML [121]. (b) A similar phase with

bridging adsorption was also proposed for CO/Pd(111) at

hCO ¼ 0.33ML. (c) Complex overlayer structures were reported for

CO/Pd(111) at this coverage where mostly bridging sites are occupied

[62].
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diagram was constructed showing the different types of
Pd(111) sites that are occupied by adsorbed CO mole-
cules at various pressure and temperature regimes
(figure 4). Furthermore, a transition from a phase
dominated by CO molecules adsorbed on bridging sites
to a different phase where CO resides on atop/threefold
hollow sites is monitored by varying the CO pressure
within nine orders of magnitude. The apparent activa-
tion energy of this phase transition was calculated to be
44.3 kJ/mol (figure 4) [19].

The elevated pressure PM-IRAS results for the CO
adsorption on the Pd(111) single crystal model catalyst
discussed above provide important insights about the
correlation between traditional surface science studies
performed under UHV/low-temperature conditions and

the real heterogeneous catalytic applications where
elevated pressures and temperatures are employed.
Our PM-IRAS results on CO adsorption on Pd(111)
clearly indicate that UHV studies can be readily
extrapolated to estimate the state of the examined
catalytic system under more realistic conditions. These
findings also demonstrate the wide-ranging experimental
in situ capabilities offered by PM-IRAS which make it a
powerful, yet experimentally straight forward technique
that can be successfully applied to bridge the so-called
pressure gap between surface science and heterogeneous
catalysis.

3.2. NO adsorption on Pd(111)

In terms of their coverage dependent ordered struc-
tures, NO overlayers on Pd(111) show striking similar-
ities to the CO overlayers on Pd(111) (see figure 2)
[8,53,55,70,72,81,103,121; E. Ozensoy et al., in prepara-
tion]. In the literature, a c(4 · 2) phase at hNO ¼ 0.5ML
[8,55,72,121], which transforms into an ordered phase
with a c(8 · 2) structure at hNO ¼ 0.625ML [8] was
reported, in addition to the p(2 · 2) overlayer at the NO
saturation coverage of hNO ¼ 0.75ML [8,55,72]. Besides
these ordered structures, another overlayer structure,
which lacks long range order, was also reported for low
NO coverages (hNO ¼ 0.33ML) [55,72,121]. It should be
noted that there has been a long-standing controversy
regarding the adsorption site assignments for these NO
overlayers using vibrational spectroscopic techniques
[70]. For instance, the adsorption sites for the c(4 · 2)
structure that was originally associated with the bridging

Figure 3. In situ IRA spectra for CO adsorption on Pd(111) at PCO ¼ 1· 10)6 Torr (a) [7] and in situ PM-IRA spectra for CO adsorption on

Pd(111) at PCO ¼ 450Torr (b) [19]. All of the spectra are acquired in the presence of the CO gas phase. Initial adsorption was performed at the

highest temperature given in each of the spectral series.

Equilibrium (Bridging - 3-fold/atop) Phase Transition
Diagram for CO / Pd(111)
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threefold CO on Pd(111).
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sites [8,55,72] were assigned to atop sites in a later study
[103]. On the other hand, DFT studies proposed that NO
occupies threefold hollow [114] or threefold hol-
low+atop [73] sites in this phase.

A recent report by Hansen et al. [73], which combines
atomic resolution STM and DFT calculation studies
seems to resolve this long-standing controversy. By
employing these two powerful methods, the authors
suggest that NO molecules reside on the threefold
hollow (fcc and hcp) sites in the c(4 · 2)-2NO domains
(figure 2). In the c(8 · 2)-5NO domains, each NO over-
layer unit cell consists of four NO molecules occupying
fcc and hcp threefold sites in addition to one NO
molecule on the atop sites (figure 2). It was also argued
in the same study that NO molecules on the atop sites
are tilted with respect to the surface normal in the
c(8 · 2)-5NO phase. For the p(2 · 2)-3NO domains, they
propose a unit cell structure where one NO molecule
occupies atop sites with a tilted orientation with two
other NO molecules sitting on the threefold hollow sites
(fcc and hcp). Another important observation regarding
the NO/Pd(111) adsorption system in this report is the
simultaneous coexistence of different ordered NO over-
layers on the Pd(111) surface. STM results [73] reveal
that at a coverage regime where a complete c(8 · 2)-5NO
overlayer is expected, NO molecules on Pd(111) always
exist as separate coexisting domains of c(8 · 2)-5NO,
c(4 · 2)-2NO and p(2 · 2)-3NO. This observation was
explained using the adsorption energetics of the different
NO overlayers. Due to the repulsive interaction between
the adsorbed NO molecules on Pd(111), the NO
chemisorption energy is found to be monotonically
decreasing with increasing coverage [73]. In other words,
the NO chemisorption potential for the p(2 · 2)-3NO
phase is lower than for the c(8 · 2)-5NO phase, whereas
the NO chemisorption potential for c(4 · 2)-2NO is
higher than that of the c(8 · 2)-5NO domains. Thus the

total energy of the NO/Pd(111) system with a complete
c(8 · 2)-5NO overlayer can also be reached by having
separate domains of (8 · 2)-5NO, c(4 · 2)-2NO and
p(2 · 2)-3NO overlayers existing simultaneously.

Vibrational spectroscopic results [8,55; E. Ozensoy
et al., in preparation] for NO/Pd(111) can be interpreted
more accurately in the light of the information provided
by these recent STM and DFT studies [73]. Figure 5a [8]
shows the IRAS results obtained for the NO/Pd(111)
system at low pressures (PNO ~ 1 · 10)6 Torr ). At a NO
coverage of hNO ¼ 0.5ML, a LEED pattern corre-
sponding to a c(4 · 2)-2NO structure is obtained. At the
same coverage a NAO stretching band at 1620 cm)1 is
observed. Based on the arguments given above, this
adsorption band can be assigned to NO molecules
residing on threefold hollow sites. As the NO coverage is
increased, a red shift in the NO band (corresponding to
threefold hollow sites) to 1615 cm)1 is observed. In
addition, another high frequency adsorption band
around 1734 cm)1 appears that can be attributed to
NO bound to atop sites. When a NO coverage of
hNO ¼ 0.625ML is reached, a LEED pattern suggesting
a c(8 · 2)-5NO phase is obtained. NO bands at 1744 and
1736 cm)1 are observed corresponding to NO species at
different atop adsorption sites. Two other low frequency
bands at ~1605 and 1586 cm)1 correspond to adsorption
on threefold hollow sites. As the previous STM studies
suggest that the c(8 · 2)-5NO phase always coexists with
the c(4 · 2)-2NO and p(2 · 2)-3NO domains [73], the
IRA spectrum for the (8 · 2) phase should indeed be a
convolution of all these three separate domains. This
argument provides a new interpretation for the spectrum
in figure 5a, suggesting that the shoulder at ~1605 cm)1

can be associated with the NO molecules sitting on the
threefold hollow sites of c(4 · 2)-2NO domains. Simi-
larly the high frequency adsorption band at 1744 cm)1

can be attributed to NO species occupying atop sites of

Figure 5. (a) IRAS data representative of the ordered overlayers of NO on Pd(111) obtained at PNO ~ 10)6 Torr [8]. (b) PM-IRA spectra for NO

adsorption on Pd(111) at 10Torr (E. Ozensoy et al., in preparation). (c) HREEL spectra for low temperature (20K) NO adsorption on Pd(111)

with increasing NO coverage and NO-dimer formation [55].
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p(2 · 2)-3NO domains. Then the remaining two features
at 1736 and 1586 cm)1 can be readily assigned to NO
species adsorbed on atop and threefold hollow sites of
c(8 · 2)-5NO domains, respectively.

At a saturation coverage of hNO ¼ 0.75ML, a
p(2 · 2)-3NO overlayer structure is formed as confirmed
by the LEED images [8] and the IRAS data yield two
distinct NO adsorption bands at 1758 and 1548 cm)1 due
to atop and threefold hollow adsorption, respectively.
An interesting aspect of the topmost IRA spectrum in
figure 5a is the relative IR intensity of the NO species
corresponding to atop and threefold hollow sites. As the
p(2 · 2)-3NO unit cell structure implies the presence of
two NO molecules adsorbed on hollow sites for every
NO molecule sitting on the atop sites, the smaller IRAS
intensity for the NO molecules residing on the hollow
sites with respect to the atop sites suggests that the IRAS
cross sections for these two adsorbed states should be
considerably different. This well known effect is demon-
strated in a recent DFT study [122] where it was shown
that the IR cross sections for CO molecules on atop and
hollow sites of Pd(111) may vary by a factor of four as a
function of the coverage-dependent overlayer structure.
Figure 5b shows the PM-IRAS results (E. Ozensoy et al.,
in preparation) for NO adsorption on Pd(111) at
elevated pressures (PNO ¼ 10Torr). It is clearly seen
that the vibrational adsorption bands for NO follow
similar trends from 10)6 up to 10Torr. Further details of
the elevated pressure experiments on the NO/Pd(111)
adsorption system will be discussed in a forthcoming
publication (E. Ozensoy et al., in preparation).

It has been demonstrated previously that at lower
adsorption temperatures such as 20K, in addition to the
previously mentioned NO species, a new NO adsorption
band at 1782 cm)1 (221meV) is observed on Pd(111)
using HREELS [121], which displays a shoulder at
~1860 cm)1 (230meV) (figure 5c). These two low-tem-
perature NO bands (221 and 230meV) were attributed
to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching modes of a
weakly bound NO-dimer species ((NO)2), respectively.
The formation of NO-dimer species has also been
observed in recent PM-IRAS studies on the NO/
Pd(111) adsorption system at elevated pressures (E.
Ozensoy et al., in preparation). Observation of (NO)2
species on Pd(111) deserves special attention as it has
been shown in the literature that N2O is formed on
Ag(111) via an (NO)2 intermediate [70].

The dissociation of NO on Pd(111) at high tempera-
tures (373–518K) has also been investigated byHREELS
[53] and TPD [13,53] under UHV conditions. HREELS
studies reveal that NO desorbs mostly molecularly from
the Pd(111) surface around 500K with a small amount of
dissociation above 490K [53]. However, it was reported
that NO dissociation is significantly facilitated in the
presence of surface steps such as in the case of the stepped
Pd(112) surface [53]. In case of Pd(111), atomic O species
formed (due to NO dissociation) are detected only up to

550K [53]. Above this temperature, atomic O is reported
to dissolve into the bulk to form subsurface O. NoO2 was
detected in TPD studies of NOdesorption from a Pd(111)
surface although other dissociation products such as NO,
N2 and N2O were readily observed [13,53].

3.3. CO+NO coadsorption and reaction on Pd(111)

3.3.1. CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) at low pressures
As discussed above, the CO/Pd(111) and NO/Pd(111)

adsorption systems are now understood in great detail.
In the following section, the more complex interaction
of CO and NO during the CO+NO reaction on the
Pd(111) model catalyst is addressed. Figure 6 [13] pre-
sents temperature dependent IRAS results for CO+NO
coadsorption on a Pd(111) single crystal model catalyst
surface (PCO+NO ¼ 1 · 10)6 Torr, PCO/PNO ¼ 1). The
series of spectra in figure 6 reveals that CO occupies
predominantly threefold hollow sites (~1915 cm)1)
under both low and high temperature conditions,
whereas NO prefers atop sites (1744 cm)1) at low
temperatures and threefold hollow sites (1576–
1530 cm)1) at high temperatures [13]. In addition, at
the saturation coverage, NO and CO bands on Pd(111)
have similar intensities, whereas at lower coverages NO

Figure 6. Low pressure IRA spectra for CO+NO coadsorption and

reaction on Pd(111) where PCO+NO ¼ 1· 10)6 Torr and PCO/PNO ¼ 1

[10].
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bands have a significantly higher intensity. This is
consistent with recent theoretical calculations [110]
suggesting that NO has a relatively higher adsorption
energy at saturation coverage with respect to CO,
whereas at low coverages these two adsorbates have
similar adsorption energetics.

A comparative look at the IRAS data allows us to
obtain important clues about the nature of the CO and
NO adsorption on the transition metal surfaces. The
Blyholder model [67] has been widely used to interpret
the frequency shifts for CO adsorption bands in vibra-
tional spectroscopic experiments. According to this
model, CO binds to the metal surface via electron
donation from its 5r orbital that is accompanied by a
backdonation from the metal dp orbital to the empty 2p*
orbital of CO. As the CO coverage increases, depletion of
the electron density of the metal d band results in a
decreased back donation to the 2p* orbital of CO which
leads to a vibrational blue shift in the CAO stretching
frequency. On the other hand, NO containing one more
electron than CO in its 2p* orbital, can form a covalent
bond with the metal surface also through other models
[123] such as spin pairing of the NO 2p* electron with a
metal dp electron to form a covalent p bond. This is
accompanied by electron donation from the NO 5r
orbital to an empty r orbital of the metal to obtain a
linear geometry or spin pairing of the NO 2p* electron
with ametal r electron to assume a tilted geometry. In the
latter case, only little donation from the NO 5r orbital to
the metal occurs. IRAS experiments [124] on CO+NO
coadsorption on Pd(111) at 300K, from the minimum
detectable coverages to the saturation coverages, indicate
that the frequency shift for the CO adsorption bands is
+77 whereas the corresponding shift for NO is only
+46 cm)1, respectively. This marked difference in the
magnitude of the coverage dependent vibrational blue
shifts of NO compared to CO may suggest that the
backdonation from the metal d band to the NO 2p*
orbitals may not necessarily be the prominent factor for
the nature of the PdANO bond. However, 5r/2p*
donation from NO to Pd may have a larger contribution
to the observed frequency shifts. Thus with increasing
NO coverage, the smaller degree of 5r donation from
NO to the metal may have only a small effect on the
strength of the NAO bond as the 5r orbital is only
slightly antibonding (contrary to the CO 2p* orbital).
Hence the smaller coverage dependence of the NAO
stretching frequency on Pd surfaces can be explained by
the stabilization of the PdANO bond as a result of the
primarily covalent bonding interaction [123].

3.3.2.CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) at elevated pressures
and the formation of isocyanate

Recently, the CO+NO reaction has also been studied
at elevated pressures using in situ PM-IRAS [17,20].
Figure 7 shows the PM-IRA spectra obtained in the
presence of a total CO+NO pressure of 240mbar (i.e.

180Torr) with PCO:PNO ¼ 1.5. Comparison of low
(figure 6) and high pressure (figure 7) results for the
CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) suggests that NO and CO
occupy similar adsorption sites in both pressure regimes.
Furthermore, CO2 yields determined by gas phase IR
spectroscopy (figure 8) suggest that the reaction rate is
insignificant below 550K. However, above this temper-
ature, a drastic increase in the reaction rate is observed.
Besides the anticipated CO and NO adsorption bands in
figure 7, above 500K, the development of another
feature at 2256 cm)1 is also visible. Isotopic labeling
experiments revealed that this broad and complex
feature is associated with isocyanate (ANCO) containing
species (mostly ANCO and HNCO with H originating
from bulk of the Pd crystal) that are formed due to the
reaction between adsorbed CO and atomic N, which is
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formed via dissociation of NO on Pd(111) (Table 1) [17].
ANCO formation in the CO+NO reaction on Pd
catalysts have also been reported in the literature, both
in experimental [86,87,125–129] and theoretical [92]
studies. It has been suggested that ANCO is formed on
the metal centers and then spills over to the oxide
support [130]. Along these lines, Solymosi and Bansagi
[130] reported that the vibrational features for ANCO
species on supported metal particles strongly depend on
the nature of the oxide but not on the type of the metal.

As the formation mechanism of NCO containing
species’ on Pd(111) implies NO dissociation their
formation can be used as a sensitive indicator for the
NO dissociation process, which is a crucial step in the
CO+NO reaction. Detection of NCO related features at
500K (see figure 7), where the CO+NO reaction is still
relatively slow, suggests that NO dissociation may not
be the limiting step at this temperature. A very interest-
ing aspect of the formation of NCO containing species’
on Pd(111) at elevated pressures was demonstrated by
varying the total pressure of the CO+NO gas phase
(figure 9) [17]. It was shown that formation of NCO
related features are only detected at elevated pressures
(above 0.02mbar) emphasizing the profound signifi-
cance of in situ investigations of heterogeneous catalytic
reactions under realistic experimental conditions. Fur-
thermore, dependence of the ANCO/HNCO formation
on the relative ratio of the partial pressures of the

reactants in CO+NO reaction was also examined.
Figure 10 [20] shows that ANCO/HNCO formation is
significantly enhanced when the partial pressure of CO
is increased in the reactant mixture. Besides, NCO
containing species’ were found to be extremely stable on
Pd(111). Once they are formed at T>500K they are
found to be stable within 300–650K and even after
pumping out the reactant gases down to ~10)7 Torr at
300K. These results are in contrast to the Rh(111) case
where they are found that ANCO has a very short
lifetime and decomposes to N2 and CO even at room
temperature in the absence of an oxide support [130].

The interesting chemistry of ANCO in the CO+NO
reaction on platinum group metals deserves special
attention as it was suggested that ANCO intermediate
may provide important practical improvements in the
catalytic NOx abatement. Unland [125,126] pro-
posed that in the presence excess of H2O, NH3 can also
form during the CO+NO reaction on supported Pd
catalysts via hydrolysis of an ANCO intermediate.
Recently, Lambert and coworkers [127] studied CO+
NO+H2+O2 and CO+NO+H2O reactions on a Pd/
Al2O3 supported catalyst and showed the formation of
NH3 via hydrolysis of an ANCO intermediate. They
suggested that NH3 formation during these reactions
may provide an additional route for NOx removal as it
eliminates the necessity for the addition of an external
reducing agent such as NH3. It was argued in the same
study [127] that the performance of the H2+O2+CO+
NO reactant mixture is superior to the H2O+CO+NO
mixture towards NH3 formation on a high surface area
Pd/Al2O3 catalysts. It was suggested that although NH3

formation takes place through the hydrolysis of ANCO
in both cases, H2 adsorption on Pd particles may further
weaken the NAO bond on Pd sites and thus enhance the
NO dissociation and subsequent ANCO formation
process. It should be also mentioned that in the presence
of excess H2, NH3 formation can also readily occur via
an alternative pathway which is the hydrogenation of
atomic N. In a related study, Cant and coworkers
[128,129] demonstrated the formation of gas phase
HNCO in the CO+NO+H2 reaction on high surface
area Pd/SiO2 and Pt/SiO2 catalysts. This interesting
finding supported the possibility that hydrolysis of
ANCO to form NH3 can take place via an HNCO
intermediate as originally proposed by Unland [125].

Table 1

Comparison of the isocyanate group frequencies and isotope frequency shifts (in cm)1) on Pd(111) and Cu(100)

14N12CO 14N13CO 15N12CO 13COA12CO 15NOA14NO

Cu(100)a 2198 2140 2192 )58 )6
Pd(111)b 2243 2178 2230 )65 )13

aCelio et al. [131].
bOzensoy et al. [17]. For the CO+NO and CO+15NO mixtures Ptotal=0.67mbar (CO/14,15NO=1.5), for the
13CO+NO mixture Ptotal=1.06mbar (13CO/NO=1.3). Mixtures were dosed at 600K.
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Consequently, although ANCO/HNCO seems to be a
spectator in CO+NO reaction on Pd(111), in the
presence of large amounts of hydrogen containing
species such as H2 or H2O, ANCO acts as an important
intermediate on high surface area Pd catalysts to produce
an additional reducing agent (NH3) that can further
enhance catalytic NOx removal.

The temperature dependent selectivity of the
CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) was also investigated at
elevated pressures (figure 11) [20]. Some of the impor-
tant factors which lead to the observed temperature
dependence of N2O selectivity can be explained by
considering the branching ratio between the two major
reaction pathways that have been suggested previously
for the CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) [13,14,42]:

COþNO ! CO2 þ
1

2
N2 ð1Þ

COþ 2NO ! CO2 þN2O ð2Þ

Figure 11 illustrates that the N2O selectivity monoton-
ically increases with increasing temperature in the
reaction regime (i.e. within 590–660K). By looking at
the series of spectra in figures 6 and 7, it can be realized
that the relative concentrations of adsorbed NO to CO
on the Pd(111) surface ([NO]ads/[CO]ads) also increase
with increasing temperature in this temperature interval.
As increasing [NO]ads/[CO]ads forces pathway (2) to
dominate, the N2O selectivity increases with increasing
temperature under reaction conditions.

4. Conclusions

In this report we have addressed the CO adsorption,
NO adsorption and CO+NO reaction on a Pd(111)
single crystal model catalyst surface by discussing results
from vibrational spectroscopic experiments obtained
within a wide range of pressures and temperatures. In
the case of the CO/Pd(111) adsorption system, we have
demonstrated that the results of traditional surface
scientific experiments under UHV conditions can be
accurately extrapolated to the high-temperature/high-
pressure regime even if the pressure differential between
these two cases may be as large as 109. It was shown that
similar coverage dependent CO overlayer structures are
observed on Pd(111) without any indication for new
pressure-induced species or occurrence of adsorbate-
induced surface reconstructions at elevated pressures.
On the other hand, by employing in situ PM-IRAS to
study the CO+NO reaction on Pd(111) at elevated
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pressures, we demonstrated the formation of NCO
containing species and discussed some of the important
implications of this observation regarding catalytic NOx

removal. These striking experimental results obtained by
utilizing the powerful in situ capabilities of the PM-
IRAS technique clearly emphasize the significance of
studying heterogeneous catalytic reactions under realis-
tic conditions such as elevated pressures and tempera-
tures.
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